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Hello and welcome to the last Roomers magazine  
for 2014. Summer’s here and Roomers is winding 
down for the year, getting ready for some seriously 
lazy summer days. 

Roomers turned eighteen this year, which is pretty 
amazing for a small community-based creative 
writing project. And it has been a big year for us. 
In August we participated in the Victorian Writers 
Festival and had our writing and images shown  
on the big screen at Federation Square. We were 
part of a project called “Flashing the Square” which 
was a group project of microfiction stories; small 
stories for the big screen. Roomers will hopefully  
be participating again next year, so if you’d like  
to see your words and images projected onto  
an enormous screen in the heart of Melbourne,  
you’d better start attending the weekly workshops!

We had an exhibition at the Emerald Hill Library  
and Heritage Centre in October called “Roomers 
write back”. The Heritage Centre is in the old  
Emerald Hill Post Office and is a beautiful cultural 
centre. It houses the heritage collection for all  
of Port Phillip and is a wonderful place to visit.  
The Roomers group spent time there going through 
the heritage database and the various collections. 
They found a number of images and texts; 
predominantly postcards, that appealed to them. 
The group then answered the postcards, creating 

“conversations’ that spanned over one hundred  
years. A few of the pieces; both the original images 
and creative responses have been reprinted side  
by side in this magazine. 

The theme for this summer edition is clothes.  
One of the many wonderful attributes of Roomers 
magazine is the way the writers will take a broad 
theme, such as clothes, and respond in such wildly 
unpredictable ways. 

There was a fabulous article on Roomers in the 
Saturday Age in October written by Tony Wright,  
the National Affairs Editor for The Age. The response 
was overwhelming, and over thirty-five people 
contacted me to subscribe and donate money.  
It has been a beautiful lesson in generosity.  
We have also been contacted by someone  
who has offered to build us a brand new website,  
so look out for that in 2015, it’s going to be amazing.

Roomers will shut up shop from 23rd December 
and will be back with the first workshop for the year 
on Tuesday 3rd February 1.30 – 3.30 at the St Kilda 
Library. And you should come along! 

Until then

All the best, 
Philippa

Clothes
From the Editor
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I take clothes seriously. I don’t understand why anyone wouldn’t. We all have to get 
up in the morning and put something on. We may as well give it our best. It’s one  
of the few things you could say we all have in common. We’re all wearing clothes 
and all our clothes are always talking to each other, gossiping, if you will, about 
whom we are, what we like, and what we’re busy doing.
 I hate conspicuous sports gear, particularly if it’s just idling on the street or 
lounging in a café. In a pub or a cinema, it just makes me laugh. Those tights all  
the sporty women wear? Please, not in public. Run home and change straight away. 
 I hate muscle gear, too, and as for a cyclist’s lycra, what is left to be said?  
Even the most asinine treadlie knows what we all know: you look like a knob,  
pure and simple. The daily commute is not the Giro d’Italia.
 Much as I am reluctant to criticise anyone who takes to the open water  
(the most seductive of all the exercises), I don’t get bathers in wetsuits either. I put  
one on once to go surfing in a Perth winter, and it was horrible, the bother of it, the 
clammy grip of it, but grown men and women go to the beach at Elwood and take 
15 minutes to work themselves into them and then go swimming, steady, long laps 
back and forward, back and forward. In a wetsuit. Why? Because everybody fancies 
themselves an athlete nowadays? Because Port Phillip’s too chilly to go skin-bare?  
I thought that mortification of the flesh was half the point of cold-water swimming.
 Anyway, I take clothes seriously, which is why I just had to buy my big,  
gay jumper and why I have to keep wearing it. It’s seriously gay and seriously  
big and seriously jumpery (is that a word, or just a state of mind?). 
 I was on my way home from the Prahran markets when I noticed a pop-up 
op shop. I might have had a beer or two with the morning riff-raff gathered at the 
Court Jester, but I never need alcohol to justify an impetuous purchase of clothes 
or plants. I saw it from the doorway and just went straight to it, a big, chunky, 
somewhat naïve jumper, striped in red, purple, orange, dark and light blue, green, 
and peach. All it lacked was yellow, but it was still my very own rainbow flag.
 I’m not sure that the good Nepalese women who knitted it and shipped 
it overseas to be sold for a laughably cheap 30 bucks thought that they were 
furthering the cause of gay liberation (or even simple flag-waving), but in hip,  
media-smart Melbourne the message would be plain: it would be forever 

My Big, Gay Jumper 
By S. James Carter
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recognisable as my big, gay jumper.
 Which gave me pause, even as I handed over my card and even as I said  
I’d wear it out of the shop: did I really want to walk around East St Kilda in a big,  
gay jumper, advertising both my fast-fading libidinal preferences and my indifference 
to how others labelled me (just don’t call me badly dressed)? As you can guess  
by now, I’m not much of a fan of fashion that both caricatures and defines its 
wearers. There used to be a time before gay culture was almost entirely co-opted  
by the terminally groovy and narcissistic generation that came up behind me  
(what was that “so gay” insult all about if it wasn’t a plaintive acknowledgement  
that urban life and tastes in the early 21st century were almost as gay as Kylie 
Minogue shimmying her tiny tush in gold hotpants?), there was a time when 
obviously faggoty clothes (leather vests, anyone?) elaborately knotted scarves, 
jumpers draped over shoulders, studded belts?) made everyone wince, both gay  
and straight alike. Gay style? Don’t make me laugh.
 Those days are largely gone now but the keen-eyed can still usually spot a gay 
man on the street. No matter how down-home or butch the style adopted, a certain 
element of care usually gives the game away. You look good, young man, but just  
a wee bit studied.
 What to make then of my big, gay jumper? I didn’t know and I didn’t much 
care at this advanced point in my life. All I knew was that it fitted well, it was warm 
(almost too warm), and it tickled my fancy, a burst of sunshine on an overcast day. 
What other people made of it was their business.
 Most mornings I take a walk along the St Kilda foreshore, the swoop of the  
bay a magnet for my soul, in fair weather or foul.
 “I love your jumper”, he said, a short, tidy man I’d noticed once or twice before 
as he went about his business.
 “Thank you. I wasn’t sure, but if you like it…”
 He laughed.
 “It’s great. It’s a rainbow.”
 “Y-e-e-s”, I drawled, not sure anything I said at this point wouldn’t sound stupid. 
 He started the conversation, he could orchestrate it.
 “The rainbow”, he said, holding my gaze as if to freight the exchange with 
meaning. “It looks like somebody made it for you.”
 Walking off, not sure what I was meant to do to seal the deal we seemed to  
be conducting, a deal initiated by a big, gay jumper, of all things, I willed myself not 
to look back to see if he was doing the all-too-common Grindr phone-check (when 
did sex become so easy to reduce, the butter sauce of self-esteem?). I wasn’t on 
Grindr (fuck you, or not), and never would be: too old, too ornery, too judgmental. 
 I still wasn’t entirely sure my man going about his business by the beach was 
gay, either, but that was an ambiguity I’d always responded to. LOL, I’d say, if I was 
20 years’ younger.
 Things I then knew: I’d pass this way again and he would be here doing his 
thing, as he usually did, in jeans and a non-descript jumper, a jaunty fisherman’s 
cap and yellow-tinted glasses. And once in a while I’d be wearing my russet-toned 
rainbow jumper, a conversation for another day, dull but resonant. 
 My colours had been officially posted, but it all seemed just a little bit late.  
We never know what we need to know until we no longer need to know it.  
Life is always behind us. Now that men found me somewhat attractive I was  
no longer really interested.
 LOL! So gay!
 But I’m wearing that jumper.
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At the top of the oldest pine tree the spacious  
Cook Strait swings in to full blown view. Shimmering 
waves roll into Island Bay. One after another they 
obediently dash themselves on to the beach and  
for a nanosecond, I can see that they are at peace.  
In the distance, the Inter Island Ferries pass each 
other, draped in their typically drab Railway fawn, 
black and red colouring. One labouring, punching  
into the swell, the other flying 
toward Wellington at a rate of 
knots. From this distant there  
is an instant when they pass 
each other that they seem  
to collide. They never do. Still,  
I hold my breath and wait,  
just to make sure. In passing,  
their huge funnels belch diesel 
exhaust at each other as if to 
say hello, then sadly... good bye. 
Oh, how I could watch them 
for hours. I really could. I knew 
their time of departure and 
arrival, their intersection,  
their direction. All dependant  
on the weather.
 Even though I am getting  
sun and wind burnt my sore  
salty eyes are as keen as ever.  
I am riveted to this scene of man battling  
Mother Nature. Both trying to get to their  
port of call. A sense of quiet purpose pulses  
calmly through my head. I am mesmerised. 
Transfixed. Excited.
 I’ve sat in this small plantation patch,  
atop this tree, for just over an hour now.  
The strong aroma of pine, far outweighs  
the salt in the turbulent air and none of that  
seems to bother me: I quite like the mix, the  
seen and unseen smells, the difference of solid  
and liquid, the extremes and the in- betweens.  
The flavours. Yes, it’s all here, racing around  
me. It may be blowy but this is not unusual  
in October even though this beautiful day  
is so absolutely summer bright.

 I readjust my footing and realise that I have 
become very tired and as the tree sways in the 
violence, one way then another, I make a song up  
in my head to keep rhythm with the Southerly, the 
solid pine moves with these words: ‘I will stay here’,  
(The wind abates, the tree returns). ‘No, I won’t.  
I will stay here.’ The wind blows again, the pine 
moves) ‘No, I won’t. I will stay here’ (We bend back.)  

‘No I won’t. I will...’
 I pause, forgetting to 
sing. Something is happening 
close by. I can tell, although it 
isn’t clear yet, so I must listen 
through the noise of busyness, 
and find the difference. Faintly  
I can just make out the sound  
of a woman’s voice, raised  
in polite urgency. There is  
a break in the movement of  
air. All is completely still, just  
for a moment. I cock my ear  
to one side in concentration, 
and then hear, quite clearly.
 ‘Tea time... Tea time...  
Tea time.’
 I take in the view, one  
last time. The wind burning  
this vision deep within me.  

I will revisit this in my mind tonight,  
when I can’t sleep.
 I start to descend down my favourite, biggest 
and strongest tree and as  
I do that I yell ‘Coming... Coming... I can hear you, 
Sister Jude’.
 My arms and legs allow my body to move ape 
like and I let gravity assist this sequence. I guide it. 
Use it. It helps me to rush toward the ground.  
I have purpose now.
 As I jump from branch to branch, sheltered  
from the gales, I discover how hungry I am. But most  
of all, more powerfully than my new found hunger,  
I find myself really missing the people I think about 
and love: my friends and the Nuns. I need them 
so and can’t wait to see them all again. So, in one 

Leafing Through a Southerly 
by Jack Chadwick
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motion, I jump from the last sturdy and beautifully 
placed branch to slide down a steep hill on a slippery 
carpet of pine needles. Feet out, knees bent, body 
balanced, I start to pick up speed. My eyes sting 
bright and are wide as I hold my breath hard. I smile, 
eyes watery, I am aware of savouring this precious 
scent which seems to be in three dimensions. 
Flowing through it I can almost see it all. Touch it.  
I giggle and laugh like the kid that I am, all the way  
to the bottom.
 Covered in pine gum, cuts and dishevelled by 
the excursion, I sheepishly emerge from the forest 
onto the road. 
 ‘Here I am’ I say quietly. Trying to catch up  
with my breathing; my thoughts racing. I can’t  
stop smiling. I may be tired but I also feel really,  
really good. Sister Jude smiles, opens her arms  
and speaks in her kind Belfast brogue.
 ‘Let’s get you cleaned up, wash your hands  

I spent a large part of my teens 
being “schooled” at Rupertswood, 
the infamous Catholic boarding 
college in Sunbury.
 We were clothed in a strictly 
imposed code of uniform that 
never changed for the four  
years I was there; like a prisoner-
of-China blue: blue blazer, light  
blue shirt with a blue tie; grey 
slacks, grey sox with a blue trim, 
shiny black shoes brushed into  
a mirrored gloss once daily.  
And a blue cap.
 Thankfully all lost in the 
past now. Our sport apparel was 

a similar blue; blue shorts, sox 
and a blue sports version of the 
academic blazer.
 During the “holidays” 
everything possible had to be 
dry-cleaned at our parents cost, 
causing constant consternation, 
as the fees were around two 
thousand a term as it was.
 Blue, oh blue, oh blue.  
I’m sure the colour must affect 
each and every past student  
with mass paranoia about the  
very thought of it, post boarding 
school. For many years I would  
be physically ill at the thought  

of it ; and the almost “Hitleresque” 
grey, the “Stalinesque” red, like 
Mao Tse Tung’s China red.  
 Colour definitely melds  
and somehow twists psychology. 
Father once painted my bungalow 
walls that same prisoner-of-China 
blue! He swears he didn’t even 
think about it or even get the 
connection. That damn colour  
had seeped into a man who wore 
a grey suit to his job every day  
for forty years, with not a patch  
of blue to be seen.

and then it’s time for tea. We’ve got five minutes.  
What’s the matter with you, Jack? You’re all dirty 
again. Come on then.’
 I look both ways before skipping across  
the tarmac and into her arms. Unaware of the 
soreness of scraped skin and bruises gained during 
this latest exhilarating adventure. She is warm and 
the searching wind can’t find me among her long 
folds of flapping black robes.
 Hand in hand we turn and lean into a sudden 
squall. We walk towards the sheltered side entrance 
to the Home of Compassion. Another Nun, Sister 
Bernadette, is standing, waiting, ready to open  
the large oak door for us. 
 I turn and glance up the hill. A majestical  
strong pine tree towers above the others to wave  
a casual farewell our way. ‘See you soon’ I wave back 
and then can’t help but wonder if I will revisit that 
wonderful place this evening. In the elongated night. 

School Clothes 
 

by Jem Buckly
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Willie Rd Fashionistas 
By Philippa Armstrong

It was a hot and still Friday 
morning in Port Melbourne. 
The temperature was up in the 
high twenties and it was early 
November. We were sitting 
around, under the shade of  
a big blue tarp, letting our 
breakfast digest.  Every second 
Friday, Maggie and I meet with 
the guys at 482 Willie Rd, which 
is a run-down 1960’s concrete, 
three story walk-up public housing 
estate, and we have a hearty 
breakfast cook-up followed by  
a creative writing workshop. 
 We had just finished 
breakfast with an over-the-top  
rich chocolate mud cake baked  
by Maggie for Leigh’s birthday.  
It was so chocolaty and filling  
that no one had the energy to  
do any writing, so we were sitting 
around feeling happily lazy and 
full. I thought I’d try and steer the 
conversation towards the topic  
of clothes. 

Hey Phil, can you think of an 
item of clothing that you’ve 
owned that had a special 
meaning for you?

“Yes I can. It was a white caftan 
and it was bloody comfortable. 
Wore it all day, everyday. You could 
jump in the dam in it. Work in it. 
Sleep in it. Yep, a white caftan  
with nothing underneath.”

Was it a neck to knee number?

“No, it went from here,” said Phil, 

pointing to his underarms, “down 
to here”, pointing to his knees.

Oh, with straps,  
like spaghetti straps?

“Yeah.”

Did you wear it out?  
What if you were going  
to the pub or something?

“I’d just put on some trousers and 
a pair of thongs. Wore that caftan 
for three years straight.”

There was silence as we looked 
at each other and thought about 
Phil’s caftan.

“Hey I was by myself on a bloody 
big property. No one around. 
Bloody comfortable.”

What was your style John?

“That’s easy. Sex drugs n rock  
n roll!”

“I worked with Billy Thorpe and 
the Aztecs, Diana Ross, but not 
the Supremes. Jackson 5 and 
Santana. And heaps of others.  
Roadie to the stars.” 

John gave us all a beaming smile.

“I wore all the clobber mate: tour 
tee-shirts and stagger jeans. I had 
a pair of black and white patent 
leather platforms called Splats. 
Shiny and very sexy.”

“My hair style was like a droog.”

What’s a droog?

“Perhaps today you’d call it  
a mullet!”

What about you Pete. Tell us 
about something you wore, that 
you know, meant something to 
you. Something that gave you 
the feeling you were an adult 
and not a kid anymore.

“For me.” said Pete. “It has  
to be the Velseis uniform.  
Wore it for eighteen years.“

What was it like?

“A long-sleeved green shirt, 
double pockets, it was a lovely 
green, it was light; light green. 
Pale, you know. It had a button-
downed collar. And we wore R.M. 
Williams boots and had Nike wrap-
around protective sunglasses.”

That’s a pretty spiffy uniform!

“Yeah well, we worked 
everywhere. And we all wore  
the same uniform. Beautiful 
material the shirts were. Soft.“

Did you feel good in it?

“Oh yeah. I did actually. Didn’t 
mind wearing the uniform at all. 
Like I said, I worked for them  
for eighteen years.“

“And talk about big money. 
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They’re a bloody big outfit.  
You know, they’re an exploration 
company and do coal and mineral 
exploration. And heaps of other 
stuff. All over, everywhere. We 
worked Broome, the Hunter Valley, 
Tassie. And I’d be gone for three  
or four weeks at a time. Blowing 
shit up. I was a powder monkey.”

Hey Maggie, it’s your turn. Tell 
us about something you wore 
that makes you think about a 
changing moment in your life

“Grade six graduation and  
a six dollar op-shop lime  
green crocheted dress.”

Who bought the dress?

“I did.”

With your own money?

“Yes. With my own money.” 

Describe the dress,  
what was it like?

“It was really, really lime green. 
And it was thick wool, thick and 
heavy and it had big floppy sleeves 
and went right up to my neck,  
and in at the waist.”

You could see Maggie 
remembering the dress

 “God I loved it! Mum took me to 
the op-shop and I chose it myself.” 

“All the other girls were in Miss-
Store clothes and looked the 
same. My sister who is two and 
a half years older tried subtly, or 
maybe not so subtly, to dissuade 
me, but my heart was set on it.”

“And I made the grade six 
graduation speech for everyone. 
For the whole of grade six.  
In my lime-green crocheted  
dress, thick black eyeliner and 

bluntstone boots.”

What did the other kids think?

“The boys said “coool dress” 
drawing it out sarcastically and  
the girls didn’t say anything.”

Did anyone like your outfit 
except you?

“The teachers complimented 
me……ha!”

How did you feel?

“I didn’t care. I liked my choice 
and I liked being unique, maybe 
I cared a bit, but I also knew this 
was the end of primary school  
and secondary school was going 
to be a whole different thing.  
And it was”

What about you Leigh. We want 
to know about a trigger point 
in your life and the clothes that 
helped define it.

“1980. South Melbourne Tech.  
A handful of us kids from St Kilda 
went to South Melbourne Tech. 
We all wore pretty much the 
same clothes: Levi jeans, cords, 
windcheaters, desert boots or 
runners. But kids from South 
Melbourne; boys and girls, man, 
they wore acid wash jeans and 
stretch jeans and roller shoes.  
We couldn’t believe it. How could 
they be so bloody fashionable? 
Found out later they could wear 
those clothes cos they’d all come 
off the docks.“

Did you ever get your hands  
on some stretch jeans?

“After pestering my mum for a 
year, she finally bought me some 
stretch jeans. She said after that 
I was to buy my own clothes. 
Except jocks and socks of course.”

Does she still buy your jocks 
and socks? Ha ha!

“Ha! Shut up you lot. So anyway, 
I wore them to school, and some 
kids walked behind me singing 
“She-bop” by Cyndi Lauper.  
Jeez. Bloody stretch jeans!”

“For me,” said Brett “it was  
a couple of velour jumpers.  
They were v-necks, you know, like 
school jumpers and I got them for 
five bucks each at the op-shop.”

What was it about  
those jumpers?

“They were just really nice you 
know, good quality, really thick  
soft velour. I wore them all the 
time. They lasted me fifteen years. 
I washed them every  
week in wool wash, and I hung 
them out and folded them.  
They fitted me like a glove.  
Came up like new after every 
wash. I’d really wanted a velour 
jumper but they were way too 
expensive and then I found  
these two. At the op-shop!  
Made me really happy.”

What colour were they?

“One was brown, and it was 
brushed, soft velour and the  
other was blue, sky-blue.  
Wish I still had them.”

Mavro was sitting quietly  
down the end of the table. 

Hey Mavro, what about you?

“I had a tee shirt and it was every 
colour of the rainbow and on the 
front it said “Goodbye Norma 
Jean.” I said “Who the fuck is 
Norma Jean? Wore it for years.“

By now Daniel was itching  
to tell his story.
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“Bought my first pair of jeans 
when I was fourteen. I was 
already working by then, out the 
back of Bourke. I went into Lowes, 
which is like a NSW’s Dimmeys. 
Bought a pair of Levis. Nice and 
loose. Also bought my first pair  
of boots. Loved those jeans. Used 
to turn them inside out when  
I washed them. Hand-wash them, 
once a week, then squeeze them 
and hang them on the line. Once, 
a friend of mine; a friend with 
money, bought me a green Armani 
suit and shiny Italian shoes.  
And the boys said “Phwargh,  
wow Dan! La-dee-da! “All heads 
turned to me when I wore that 
suit. Sharp! And I’d say to people, 
what? Never seen a good looking 
black fella dressed up before?”

We heard the screen doors to 
one of the flats shut and turned 
around. It was Russell coming 
back to sit at the table. We gave 
him a minute to settle them hit 
him with the question. 

Hey Russell. I bet you’ve had 
some pretty amazing outfits  
in your life.

“Oh, yeah, I suppose I have.”  
said Russell not really wanting  
to take the bait.

Yeah Russell, did you  
ever have a lucky suit?

“Not really. Well, I suppose  
I’ve had a couple in my time.”

Come on Russell, what was  
your luckiest suit?

“Well, I did have this fabulous 
green suit. Really wide flares,  
high waisted. And two-toned 
platform shoes.”

And your shirt?

“Lots of colours, paisley with gold 

through it. And bracelets up  
my arm. And long blond hair. 
Pierced ears. Got them pierced  
in the sixties.”

Where did you go dancing 
Russell? 

“South Yarra, that’s where I used 
to go. Dancing to Diana Ross  
and Ike and Tina Turner. Nutbush.“

Just about then, Keith came over. 
It was too perfect. 

What do you think about green 
flares Keith? Did you know that 
back in the day Russell wore  
a flared green suit?

“But was it velvet?” Keith asked, 
not missing a beat.

At that, we all ‘phwaored’  
and he was off.

“I wore green velvet flares with  
an iridescent crimson tee shirt that 
had iridescent green stars on it. 
With five inch platform heels so  
I could reach the bar!’

So this wasn’t at the  
festival then? 

Maggie and Keith had been talking 
about Sunbury Music Festival. 
Keith had been ribbing Maggie 
because she’d never heard of it 
before. He couldn’t believe that 
she hadn’t heard of it- ‘an Aussie 
institution’. He had brought out  
a history book with photos of  
the festival in ’73. Leigh quickly  
backed Maggie up saying  
“c’mon mate- that was even 
before my time!”

“Nah” said Keith. “At the clubs. 
And the girls would ask if I was 
with the band!’

‘I had long wild blonde hair- 
shocking when you think about  

it now. It was very much like 
Robert Plant, the lead singer  
of Led Zeppelin. One time at the 
beach, I got out of the water  
and my mate couldn’t believe it, 
my hair came all the way down  
to the small of my spine when 
it was wet. Even I didn’t realise 
it was that long! And I had steel 
frame sunglasses with light 
lenses, so we’d get sparkly stuff 
from the newsagents to sprinkle 
on the lenses.“

How could you see?

“Yeah, not real well!”

Everyone kind of quieted down 
after that. I think we were all 
digesting a lot more than just 
breakfast by this time. I know  
I had some pretty fabulous images 
in my mind. Phil diving into the 
dam in his white caftan, a teenage 
Leigh walking proud in his acid 
wash jeans. John’s droog haircut 
and staggers jeans. 
 It’s amazing what you can 
learn about someone when they 
talk about what they used to wear 
back in the day. 
 We all leaned back in our 
chairs. Leigh opened up the paper 
to the crossword. Pete went to 
check out the vegetable garden. 
The sun was high in the sky and 
the temperature was seriously 
heating up. It was getting too hot 
under the tarp and one by one 
everyone started to drift away  
to get on with their day.

The Willie Rd breakfast writing group  
is a joint project between Roomers,  
Port Phillip Community Group  
and the City of Port Phillip’s Social  
Meals Program
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Bens Battle 
by John King

We all tried to help. In the end it was your  
battle Ben. The cards were stacked against you.  
Just as they are against so many who dance  
with drugs. Those of us who aren’t addicted  
find it hard to understand.

The battle raged in both your mind and your body. 
Was it the pain in your spirit that drove you to use? 
Was it the loneliness you told me about the  
last time we spoke? Where are you now Ben?  
I hope you have found peace at last.

But you should know how angry, sad and upset  
we who knew and loved you are at your passing.  
It’s misery to realise that all the love and support  
of your family and friends wasn’t enough  
to save you.

We’re angry at all those who helped you to fall  
for drugs.

We’re angry at the health system that failed you.

We are angry that this has robbed Nikola  
of a father who loved her.

We’re angry that your plans and schemes and  
dreams won’t come to be realised. You always  
had a scheme in mind.

Like coffins painted in AFL colours.

Today we bury you with your brother Ricky.  
May you both find what it was you were searching 
for. We are all sending you both love and light.  
R.I.P. Battle no more.

At the beginning there was  
no place.

Out of the pure essence of time  
all things began, like a fish out  
of the milky- way, in a galaxy dish 
there swam a sun and its solar 
system produced a planet the 
inhabitants came to call ‘earth’. 
The depths of its oceans and the 
heights of its mountain peaks, 

the breadth of its deserts and the 
thickest of its jungle mass, there 
water ran, calling them the rivers 
they did!

When earth called them back “its 
people”, they walked with little on. 
In groups they gathered and soon 
began to be many. Cities became 
groupings, reaching in their towers 
to the skies. By sound and sight, 

hearing and seeing waves and 
ticks of information – the things 
agreed with Earth.

Looking now from the middle 
of nowhere to the beginning of 
everything, they being the people 
of the place earth, sent one big 
thunderous sonic shout to the 
milky way streaming, into the 
beginning … immaculate genesis!

The End  
by Warwick Knight

parallel apparel ( the 96 remix )
by Jack Chadwick and the pH Factor

if you dont , see me physically ‘ you
are . Too close to : a , computer . This
aint no artichoke , i . like working in
, Te st kilda botanical rose garden it

smells like shit but thats wot is
going on te benches are high &  

so are you but we see , in
between magpies frequent this area , And , I 

like that . & like ’ an animal . , you ? 
think ? you can drive me ’ Insane theres

no secret there is . no love there
is something in , th ’ e sky above somebody 

wrote their name on a wall . today
& I thought Of you ! automatically & 
like an animal i Was thinking . Of ?

the rain like A kid on . Top
- Of A . train frying so ’ are . we

ration ? the passion more shoe poopy got
dragged in anyway i was looking for 

chutney i , Bought baby food from india ,
JEEZ , those kids , are tough is it

toilet journalism . or ? gutter , journalism . i know
the diff : Is there a difference my – 
heater is : A good person you look

like an angry softball trying : to : get
out of a ! ( squash ) . court jail apparently

nicotine is a , bad scene it ‘ looks
too . Contrived to be : a , doco . For
times becomes a , loop . ask me a

, Question i answer you do automatic negative
i call you dad if you dont     
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Naked in Fitzroy St 
 As Told By Wendy Butler

I was still living at the Beach 
House back then, we were 
drinking in my room, Gazza and I,  
we were great friends back then. 
We’re talking a load of bull-shit  
like we always do and he says  
to me, he says

“You’re just full of bull-shit.  
Bet you never done half of  
what you say you done”

“Oh yeah” says I.

 “Tell you what. Bet you wouldn’t 
walk down Fitzroy Street naked”

“What’d you give me if I do?”

“Fifty quid and a slab”

Quick as a flash I pull off my daks 
and jocks and start off down the 
stairs. For anyone who doesn’t 
know, the Beach house is in Little 
Grey Street, just around the corner 
from Fitzroy Street. My plan is to 
walk down Fitzroy Street to Acland 
Street, then walk back down the 
side streets.

It’s cup day and the streets are 
crowded and people are looking 
at me and pointing, but they 
don’t seem to mind and I don’t 

mind either. It’s nothing to me, 
I just wanted to prove that I had 
the guts to do it. Dare me to do 
anything and I’ll do it.

Now I haven’t gone far and  
I need a smoke, can’t carry a 
cigarette without any clothes,  
can you? So I stopped at a table 
full of Irish tourists. There’s this  
girl sitting there.

“Miss Honey” I say, in my best 
Irish accent, my Grand Pappy  
was Irish you know.

“Can you spare a cigarette?  
I didn’t bring any. My suit  
doesn’t have any pockets”

She places one in my mouth  
and leans over and lights it.

“Thank you, Miss Honey”

And I’m off again.

By now I’m almost at the Prince 
Hotel and I’m in need of a smoke 
again and I approach a table of 
young Japanese girls. They giggle  
and look away and peak through 
their hands and look away again. 
Then the bolder of the girls looks 
straight at me and says.

“Would you like to have a drink 
with us?”

So I sit down and have a beer.  
Just as I do a guy comes up  
and says.

“I think the cops are on to you”

Then the wagon pulls up and four 
cops pour out. A crowd gathers 
around jeering at the cops and 
cheering me.

They keep me four hours at the 
station, then they bring me out 
and tell me to go home.

“What! Like this – so you can  
pick me up again?”

They find some clothes  
and drive me back.

“What’s the charge” I ask.

“Obscene behaviour in public”

At court the magistrate refuses  
to take it seriously and dismisses 
the charge. The cops are totally 
pissed off. As I leave, the judge 
winks at me and says.

“Don’t forget to wear your clothes 
again, Mr –“



Broken shoe – lace .
by Paul Harper

hum of language
beach .
signifier of myth
erotic data ,
because
in coal mines 
tom
is .

at the scenery ,

and , 
from a window
Neither present nor
of the future ,
in the yard ,
nightmare
sound of breathing .

Caffeine enjambment
in excess .

white – grey sentence

squares .
is never
Older music .

lines .
from this acceptance
life ,

Varieties of helicopter

Out of The Corset 
by Marygrace Levakis

I used to wear a corset
To keep myself in
All it did though
Was push myself out.

From either end
I resembled a sausage
It prevented me
From flopping uptown.

Restricting me
 Whenever I ran
But now I’m out of the straight jacket
Instead of tight dresses
I wear my clothes loose.

Clothed  
by Warwick Knight

The enclosure of the grey low cloud and the brick 
enclosed walls, carpet roof and carpeted floor, gives 
way to the beginnings of a new cool/ warmth that 
ensues a blissing, a bud bloom and signs of new life. 
Encroaching, creeping and approaching.

We begin to welcome the warmer, firmer, “spring 
rains” and the deepening of roots, the putting down 
of stumps and the ploughing of fields, shoots of 
beans and of branches, of new growth all around.

The summer blazes, the heat bares down and the 
earths’ crust warms...Baking in the hot winds and 
smeltering sun!! My skin like the earth’s crust 
blisters.

Until the grey, the skies, the earth and the leaves 
begin to return seemingly all to the earth where  
she welcomes with mirth the warm cooling soil  
for the ants, worms and birds such as of un heard 

The beginning of compost like an end of a beginning 
and another process and the culture preparing to 
lay dormant all the winter long, where the earth 
becomes some cover though cold and all but weeds 
and no seeds brush and no clover like ice fields all 
over and another surface though different covers  
the earth once and again for now.

12
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The Black Silk Stockings 
by Marygrace Levakis

I thought he
Loved me
But when
A pair of
Black silk stockings
Strolled by…
He followed them
Now, he’s wearing them
Leaving me behind.

Lovely Legs  
by Marygrace Levakis

Lovely legs
I thought he had
Even though
They were thin
He wore a kilt
When I knew him
And he played the bugle well
l-o-v-e-l-y legs 
I say he had
And he played the fiddle well
l-o-v-e-l-y legs!

Clothes maketh the individual as a fur/
hair substitute for people –  
Huste? Nor fur suit 
by Eddie Collyer

From 1971 – the colour purple was everywhere and 
on everyone, as I recall. No surprise, then, that the 
band Deep Purple were popular – like groovy, man.

Spring and the attendant racing carnival do bring  
out the clothes horse in everyone – equines too.

No prizes for guessing who the better groomers are.

Our atmosphere could be overly regarded as 
essential clothing. From the random, cold nakedness 
of outer space. And our magnetic/ radiation belts (!) 
complement that perfectly. Sunshine helps too.

In this new century, I wonder when hairshirts make 
a hip trendy comeback – made with real human hair. 
Absolutely!

Utilitarian fashion – Ahh, I get it.  
Hoodies ‘n camouflage.

All await the arrival and appearance of the  
Emperors and Empresses new Birthday Suits with 
barely contained excitement! (I guess)

Clothes – Clothes – Clothes 
by Daphne Sturzaker

Are you a slave to the fashion trend?
A contributor to the glossy magazines
A fashion tragic where shopping never ends
Once I too wore the latest styles
The stiletto high heels, the suits and pearls
Now as the years have advanced
And the pay cheque disappeared
I find my contentment in prowling op-shops.
The difference - just labels - never read
My jumpers are comfy – but would make you smile
If offered my skirt and blouse
You would run a mile
So make yourself HaPPY and SHoP
Whilst you have a job and a wage
But don’t become a slave to fashion
Just to be a trend clothes horse
Or the latest rage
I can promise you nothing feels better
After a day of work and stress
Than to slip into your old comfy slippers
Oh, what bliss
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Gatwick, Fitzroy Street, St Kilda,  
c 1955, postcard, sk1202,  
PORT PHILLIP CITY COLLECTION

Timna Kenney

Wendy Butler

Corner Beaconsfield Parade and Fitzroy  
Street, St Kilda, c 1950, postcard, sk0985,  
PORT PHILLIP CITY COLLECTION

Sean Batchelor

Marygrace Levakis

Roomers Write Back
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Emerald Hill Library & Heritage Centre 195 Bank Street, South Melbourne 
Mon: 10-5PM, Tues: 2-5PM, Wed: 2-5PM Thurs: 12-5PM, Fri: 10-5PM Sat,Sun: CLOSED 
art&heritage@portphillip.vic.gov.au  |  9209 6416  |  heritage.portphillip.vic.gov.au/Home

Interpretations and 
responses to postcards  
from the Port Phillip  
City Collection

The Emerald Hill  
Heritage Centre  
aims to share the  
places, people,  
objects and stories  
of cultural heritage  
and historical  
significance in the  
City of Port Phillip.
At the Heritage  
Centre you can  
meet with the Local 
History Librarian,  
use a computer for  
family or property 
research, access  
the Port Phillip City 
Collection, dip into  
the local history 
reference collection, 
attend a talk,  
view an exhibition,  
sign up for a walk  
or join in our  
volunteer programs.  
You are invited to 
discover, connect  
and contribute.

Corner Beaconsfield Parade and Fitzroy  
Street, St Kilda, c 1950, postcard, sk0985,  
PORT PHILLIP CITY COLLECTION

Lindt, J.W., photographer, Port Melbourne,  
Pier Head, 1909, postcard, pm0409,  
PORT PHILLIP CITY COLLECTION

Tana McCarthy

Terry Volz
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Here Is My Fashion 
 By Dean Briggs

Here is my fashion

I’m mostly a red wine vampiric

totally myopic with astigmatisms

lying mostly between sleep and 
waking and my big screen

lateral in repose but not foetal

slow deep in breath

methodical in resting heartbeat.

Neither couch nor potato

Sunrise is so last year’s black

yet daily drawn we are all to that 
colourless abyss

drink and dawn bring me to that 
resting place, that heartbeat 
space, that place called escape.

where thoughts come unbound.

where consciousness meets sub 
consciousness meets quantum

that nowhere place where our 
soul and magic combine to remind 
ourselves of our own humanity

where the inner narrator still holds 
sway, holds in places my post-
apocalyptic

very own dream time

sleep is my height of fashion

my unconscious catwalk

flip-side in fashion

on my many zombie  
sunrise realisations

l watch news

that most black and white  
of mediums

I cringe against dawn’s 
encroachment X rayed by  
the light of my big flat screen

despising the hyper reality,  
feeling fucking juxtapose  
to the things I’m watching

a pox on the heavily coiffured  
and bottled personality prophets 
of the dawning media

spewing sunshine to concerned 
outrage in the inkling of an  
Ad break.

Fuck that gateway to fashion

a ruse to make sheep of us all.

From the pope to descending 
equals to the poor street whores.

Troll words and murky declarations 
are fucking jamming before  
the brekkie tweet and the cash 
give-away!

Bullshit is only one mouse  
click away.

LIKES!!!!!

coca cola shall reign forever

and Justin Beiber can suck  
my cock

AND THAT’S NOT THE END  
OF THE WORLD

So what is fashion to you?

You sad beardy cunts.

With your trad understanding  
of retro through google

hirsute by rebuke to the Brazilian.

Ya labia plastic procedures

with that centre fold look

and teeth to fucking blind ya.

Got ta have some ink on ya

I.V. steroid kiddies

Eager for the next great procedure

where did Sesame Street  
go so fucking wrong

Don’t tell me you all want to be 
Middle Class Mc Donaldsons  
and facebookists

intelligence brought us to the 
brink, but it was fashion that took 
us over the edge (in high heels) 
OOOps’

Apparently there was a fault in one 
of the straps. All such shoes are 
being recalled.

Group class actions are pending
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Exhausted 
 By Jack Chadwick

At thirty three Kevin still hadn’t 
grown out of instigating what  
he called, practical jokes. 
 From the age of three he  
had a fascination with plugging  
the exhaust outlets of any vehicle.  
And it didn’t make a squat of 
difference if it was a bus or truck, 
his dad’s or mum’s car, sedan, 
station wagon or his favourite;  
the Toorak tractor
 These modes of transport 
weren’t safe within his presence. 
Trams and motorbikes had the 
only two ‘exemption stickers’  
that were going. Everything else  
was fair game as far as Kevin  
was concerned. ‘Cept for bicycles  
of course. What’s the point?
 It drove his older brother 
James nuts, and he frequently 
swore to run over his one and 
only sibling if he ever saw him 
on the road or waiting for a tram. 
Basically, if James saw Kevin 
outside the house, he was  
a squashed possum. 
 ‘Swear to god’ he would vow, 
in front of the oldies. So often that 
it wasn’t going to be too surprising 
to anyone if Kevin turned up dead 
one day. Everyone had been 
warned, right? James, after all, 
had reached his limit.
 “Leave him alone,” their mum 
would often say, “it’s a harmless 
phase. He will grow out of it”
 James waited for her 
predictable pregnant pause  
to pass. 
 “Eventually,“mum would add
 Of course on this particular 
night, Kevin was keen to instigate 

something that wasn’t the best 
thought out adventure. Not by  
a long shot. It was a hot Saturday; 
Kevin was over-dressed and had 
just walked the circumference of 
the park plugging the exhausts  
of each and every car. Kevin 
wanted to stop all the exhaust 
systems spewing filth into the air.
 It was a windy night.  
Best pickings. The smell of smoky 
Western Victorian fires flowed  
and mixed through the salty wind. 
 A lot of owners were initially 
perplexed as to why their reliable 
“pride and joy’s” were spluttering 
and clonking out
 “Stiff bic bro. This is what 
happens behind the guise  
of darkness.” thought Kevin 
 Someone found a potato,  
and then another; a trail 
developed. A small angry,  
but cautious group of motorists 
gathered. They found a scattering 
of dropped belongings; an apple, 
a book of fonts, an ipad with a 
freshly cracked screen and then 
finally, an abandoned backpack 
caught between two large bricks 
that were part of the bluestone 
wall overlooking St Kilda Pier
 “ He’s gotta be around, 
somewhere, he’s just gotta be”
 In typical foo was here 
fashion Kevin scaled the wall.
 And hung by his hands. 
“Lucky I can do this, they won’t 
expect to look here.”
 “There’s the bastard!”  
one chap yelled
 “Drag him over, “a very 
pissed off lady suggested in  

a hazardous manner
 “Oh hell,” thought Kevin, “I’m 
gunna get real dead right now.”
  A car screeched into view
 “Get in ya squashed 
possum!” James shouted.  
“And you people, get back in your 
cars. No harm done yet, so just 
piss off, he’ll never do this again, 
ok. Right Kev?”
 A swift traverse over the 
bluestone, leaving his evidence, 
Kevin jumped into the lifesaving 
car. A safe quick exit ensued.
 Kevin sat shaky and sulking in 
the driver’s side of the back seat.
 “Well?” James asked,  
in a manner that sounded strange  
to both men. “You’re not going  
to do this again.” Not a question. 
 “Right,” Kevin agreed,  
“I promise.”
  As James started to change 
down for the orange light, Kevin 
spoke again
  “I mean it. Thank you James”
  They waited for the green
  “I believe you little brother. 
We good now”
 Kevin imagined red turning  
to green
 His brother accelerated and 
Kevin swivelled around the seat, 
turning to face his saviour, the 
driver, his elder brother.
 “I missed you James”  
he said softly. 
 “And I you mate.”



 
Writing Workshops

Every Tuesday 1.30 – 3.30 
At the St Kilda Library 

150 Carlisle Street, St Kilda

Been meaning to drop into the writing workshops?  
You don’t need to book or ring; Just turn up. The workshops are free and 

open to everyone. They are a great way to unearth and polish your creative 
writing skills with a friendly bunch of people, amazing tutors and afternoon 

tea. See you there!

For more information call Philippa on 0413 024 528

#57
How about becoming a friend of Roomers?

For as little as $50 per year you can help Roomers keep going.  
We are always in search of funds to continue publishing Roomers as a 

quarterly magazine and running weekly creative writing workshops. Friends 
of Roomers receive:

4 copies of Roomers posted annually 
Invitations to any spoken word/performances and launches 

A warm and fuzzy feeling in your belly

Individual (low income): $40 per year  
Individual (cashed up): $50 per year 

Not for profit organisations: $60 per year 
Others: $90 per year 

We want your stories and poems and songs and  
articles and musings and photos and artwork

And we want them now.

When you send your work in please include your name and address  
so we can contact you. We never print people’s addresses and  
you can be anonymous if you like a little mystery in your life.

Contact Philippa Armstrong on 0413 024 528  
or leave a message on 9531 1954 or write to  
PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or send us an email 

roomersmag@yahoo.com.au

This project has been supported  
by The Readings Foundation


